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15 April 1997 

I 

David G. Marwell 
Executive Director -::-~ .... 

Assassination Records Review Board 

SUBJECT: CIA Employees 

(We request that this memorandum be returned to CIA 
once the Review Board has completed its deliberations on the 
issues discussed below.) 

1. (U) Issue. The purpose of this memo is to relate 
CIA's concerns to the Review Board regarding the release of 
the true names of CIA employees that appear in the JFK 
Collection and to present a proposal on how this problem 
might be addressed. 

I. Factual Backq~ound 

· .2. {U) To date, approximately 600 true names of CIA 
employees have been identified in the JFK Collection. Some 
oi these employees are important to the JFK story, and CIA 
will continue~"to work with the Review Board to release as 
many of these names as possible. Many names, however, 
appear only a few times in the entire JFK Collection and 
appear to add nothing to the historical record. 

3. (U) Under guidel~nes adopted by the Review Board 
on or about 20 March 1996, any names of CIA employees are 
presumptively released unless CIA provides specific evidence 
to the Review Board that harm r.o the national security-or to 
the employee would likely result from such release. Since 
these guidelines were adopted, it has became increasingly 

· clear that the number of names at issue, and, in roost cases, 
their tenuous connection to the JFK story, make this 
approach unworkable with regard to both CIA's obligation to 
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Subject: CIA Employees 

protect national security information and the Review Board's 
duty to inform the public about the JFK assassination in a 
timely and accurate fashion. The task of locating and 
informing hundreds of former employees scattered all over 
the country and the world has been a formidable one. Some 
employees have contacted us to report their concerns about a 
"suspicious" letter purporting to be from CIA which they had 
received. It would not be surprising, therefore, if many 
former employees ignored the letter for similar reasons, 
even though they might have legitimate needs to protect 
their identities. 

. ....... 

4. (U) Contacting every named employee and collecting 
information on each of them to present to the Review Board 
will clearly take more time and effort than any of us had 
anticipated. This will have obvious ramifications for how 
and when the Review Board releases information to the 
public. More importantly, the decision to publicly 
acknowledge employees who may have been living for over 30 
years under cover is a critical one that should be made not 
by default, but rather by careful planning and 
consideration. 

5. (U) Relevant to this discussion is the fact that 
the Review Board and CIA have recently agreed upon a policy 
for releasing true names of sources of intelligence 
information. It was agreed at that time that there would be 
a presumption of protecting source names; but in cases where 
a source was particularly important to the JFK story and 
there ,was no overriding national security interest, the name 
would .be released. Although the CIA recognizes that there 
are sOme sensitivities involved with sources that do not 
apply to covert employees, there are also many legal and 
operational similarities, which ·are described herein,· that··"' 
justify similar treatment by the Review Board. As is 
further detailed in Section IV, CIA, therefore, proposes 
that the Review Board adopt a general policy of protecting 
ernploy~e names that appear i:t:l, .. t,he Collection,. with, . _ 
exceptions for those individuals whom the Board believes are 
important to the JFK story. 

XX. Legal Considerationa 

6. (U) As both covert CIA employees and clandestine 
reporting assets are types of "human sources" of 
intelligence, many of the same laws apply. Although Section 
ll(a) of the JFK Act provides that, when the Act requires 
release of information, it takes precedence over all other 
laws that would otherwise prohibit release, there are strong 
governmental national security interests in protecting the 
true names of CIA. employees. CIA. believes that it is 
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Subject: CIA Employees 

important for the Review Board to reconsider the laws which 
protect classified information, because they clearly reflect 
a larger US Government policy to protect covert CIA 
employees from disclosure. 

7. (U) By Executive order and statute, the President 
and Congress have made the Director of Central Intelligence 
responsible for protecting sources of intelligence. In his 
Directive of 22 January 1946 that established the Central 
Intelligence Group, President Truman made the DCI 
responsible for protecting sources.- With the establishment 
of · ·ciA, Congress also gave the ncr this responsibility. The . 
National Security Act of 1947, Section 103(d) (3), codified 
at 50 USC §403(3) (c) {5), requires the DCI to protect 
intelligence sources from unauthorized disclosure. In 
addition, §403(3) {d) (2) requires the DCI to ensure that 
risks to the United States and those involved in the 
collection of intelligence through human sources are 
minimized. 

e. (U) Protecting the identity of individuals working 
for CIA, not only covertly but overtly as well, has been of 
particular concern to US lawmakers since the establishment 
of the Agency. For example, with Section 6 of the Central 
Intelligence Agency Act of· 1949, 50 USC §403g, Congress 
specifically exempted the CIA from the provisions of any law 
requiring the publication or disclosure of the organization, 
functions, names, titles, salaries, or numbers of personnel 
employed by the Agency. 

;~~ (U) In 1980, Congress passed the Classified 
Infor.fuation Procedures Act (CIPA) which sets out pretrial, 
trial, and appellate procedures for criminal cases involving 

'' 'or potentially invo·lving'';':classified information . .... ,Working 
with the Department of Justice and the courts, CIA has 
successfully protected the names of CIA employees from 
public release even in criminal trials where there are 
heightened (i.e., constitutional) considerations favoring 
disclosure to the defendant of all government information 
relevant to the defense. CIPA allows for 1n camera ~ parte 
hearings in which the judge can rule on questions of 
admissibility and relevancy of classified information, 
including the identity of CIA employees who may have 
information pertaining to the defense, before it is 
introduced either to the defendant, defense counsel, or in 
open court. In some cases involving CIA, the judge has 
ordered that CIA information be turned over to the defense, 
but only in some unclassified form such as in·a summary. In 
other cases, judges have reviewed the classitied informat~on 
and ruled that the harm to national security outweighs the 
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defendant's legal rights to the information. In still other 
cases, the defense was never notified that CIA even had 
information bearing on the case, as the judge rulec1 that the 
mere fact that CIA possessed this information was classified 
and outweighed any rights the defendant had. Moreover, 
under CIPA, . the Attorney General has the authority to drop a 
prosecution in those cases where the risk to national 
security is too great. 

10. (U) In 1982, Congress again acted to protect CIA 
employees by passing the Intelligence Identities Protection 
Act of 1982- ~-· :r so usc §421 thie: criminalizes the revelation C5f 
a covert employee or the identity of a source. · This act 
subjects anyone who reveals information that identifies a 
~covert agent" to prosecution and provides up . to 10 years in 
prison and $50,000 in fines as punishment. This act 
specifically defines a "covert agent" as including •an 
officer or employee of an intelligence agency .... " 

11. (U) Most recently, President Clinton signed 
Executive Order 12958 on classified national security 
information that became effective in October 1995. Although 
it requires generally that agencies make greater 
declassification efforts than under the prior executive 
order, Executive Order 12958 affords human sources of 
intelligence information, which would include employees, 
extra protection from the declassification provisions. 
Under E.O. 12958, information that is over 25 years old and 
having historical value must be declassified within five 
years. However, information revealing the identity of a 
hurna~ , source may continue to be protected. 

12. (U) The above federal laws show a long-standing 
·practice by thec•cus Government to protect CI'A employees from 
disclosure to the public. In carrying out its statutory 
obligations, the Review Board should give serious weight to 
this policy and afford the protection of CIA employees a 

· high ·priority. 

!II. Operational Conaiderations 

13. (U) For current CIA employees whose names may 
appear in the JFK Collection, the operational considerations 
for protecting their identity are similar to those for 
sources. Many of. these employees have worked "under cover" 
for CIA. Cover is used to disassociate entire installations 
and offices from open linkage to intelligence activities, to 
enable intelligence personnel to enter and work effectively 
in foreign countries, to shield Agency employees and 
authorized clandestine activities from attention by hostile 
elements and from media exposure, to facilitate access to 
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certain individuals of inte1ligence interest, to prevent 
embarrassment to host foreign governments, and to permit 
plausible denial of CIA's presence and activities in foreign 
countries. 

14. (U) The ability to maintain one's cover is 
crucial to gathering intelligence. In either a "hostile" or 
"friendly" country, should the local service become aware of 
who the CIA employees are, it would increase surveillance 
and make unilateral operations difficult if not impossible. 
In some countries, the local government tolerates the CIA 
presence and agrees to work wi.fh us- as long aEJ · the local 
population is not aware of the circumstances. Once it 
becomes known among the locals that certain us Government 
officials are actually CIA, pressure may be placed on the 
government to expel those Americans, disrupting liaison and 
diplomatic relationships. More importantly, covert 
employees and their families would face increased risk to 
their personal safety. Even in "friendly" countries, our 
employees could face some personal risks as well as risks to 
ongoing operations from extremists who may be living among 
an otherwise benign local population. In any of these 
cases, should a covert employee's cover be publicly 
compromised, that employee may have to be recalled from the 
field; and it could be difficult to place him elsewhere in 
an operationally and physically secure location. Thus, 
maintaining cover is important to a case officer's 
effectiveness and to the continuation of a career with CIA. 

15. (S} Maintaining the confidentiality of cover is 
also ~mportant'to .cover providers. The Review Board will 
recall from prior briefings by the Agency that covert CIA 
employees, both in the United S a overseas, can work 
under "of:ficial" {e. . , cover or "non- .,, _ 
official" (e.g., cover. Pis closure of a 
covert employee wou <1 not on y be official acknowledgment of 
the specific cover mechanism employed by CIAbut would also 
negatively affect the governmental or business mission· of 
'the cover provider, especially those who provide non
official cover. Acknowledgment of an employee who had been 
under non-official cover in a host country and possibly in 
other countries could have a negative impact on th~ 
I f;i,~terests and activities. . It ~auld also 
cast suspicion on t atl J~?mployees and 
their families. Further, exposure ot coverroyiders \could 
affect the recruitment and cooperat.ion of such prpvidet:s by 
the Agency and Intelligence Community. · · 

16. (S) 
the Collection 
considerations 

Although the majority of names tb,at app"e~r\in 
are retired CIA employees, the opei"at~onal · 
in revealing their affiliation with ciA a:x;e .\ 
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not diminished. Similar to sources, many to'l:m~t> ~ployeesf / 
still do not want their past affiliat:1,.ori with CIA revealed.1 

Perhaps their current friends, famj.l}', or _.employers are npt;. 
aware of this past affiliation; .. arid reve~ation/of that fa(ct: 
could negatively affect persona:l and pt,:dfessional · ·· · 
relationships. Some forn.1er employee~··· still/ live _overseas • 
where a revelation of / CIA affiliat:~on pos~·s risk_e to th~ir 
personal safety. Qther former / e:mployeestravel / overseas on 
business, where a / revelation .<).! / a past;./ CIA affiliation i,can 
threaten their business in,.t~rests an,d personal safety. J 

__ -· __ One examp)..e/ of an ernploye·~ ---1n this / category is I f! 
· ,, .. I I whose ·name app:a:;;ently appears only .6nce -· J:n the' · ·.-.. 

Collection. I lr.~tired und~r I ./ j/cover; 
he currently has a __ o6nsultant business and frequently • 
travels tal / V'Release of his name would jeopardize not 
only his business but perh~ps even his /safety. A similar 
example is I // I who also retired under r----1 
cover. He / is now working in I land several L____j 
I Fountries ·for a private finn. He does not want his 
name pUblished, because it could be damaging to his current 
employer and his professional status. 

17. (S) . Even if a former employee agrees to the 
revelation of his name in the JFK Collection, this might not 
be possible for other reasons. In some cases, officially 
acknowledging a covert employee could threaten ongoing 
operations on which that employee worked. Foreign nationals 
recruited by the employee and still providing infonnation to 
the US Government would be at risk of exposure. Public 
acknowledgment could reveal the location of CIA stations 
where ~he employee worked throughout his career, including 
some not released by the Review Board. Any individuals who 
had substantial contact with a former employee overseas and 
may have believed they were legitimately providing - c 

inforroation to a us corporate representative would be upset 
to learn they were, in fact, aiding the US Government. 

18. {U} Finally, the identification of case officers 
by their own service would have a chilling effect on 
prospective assets. Prospective assets would be unlikely to 
enter into a clandestine relationship with American 
intelligence if they believe that CIA does not protect even 
its own staff employees from public disclosure. 

IV. P;ropgaal 

19. {U) In light of the foregoing, CIA believes it is 
important to work toward a general policy of protecting CIA 
employees identified in the JFK Collection, with exceptions 
made for those individuals who are important to the story of 
the· assassination. The Agency proposes that in most cases a 
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substitution for the true name be used. If thS~evi:: : tld 
is concerned about tracking particular employees thro~ghout 
the records, a particular identifying fiubstitution can/ be . 
used for a particular employee.· ....... 

20. (S) CIA believes th,at this approach will not 
undermine the Review Board's ... obligations under the .;IFI< Act . 
A review of the JFK Collection reveals that approxiina.tely 84 

·of the 600 names appearonly once in the entire Collection. 
In such cases, it is ... difficult to see how the individuals' • 
identity can adc:lanything of significance to the .h.iatorical 
record; yet· t;;here may be some security. concerns· still · · 
associateclwith these individuals. For example~i l i 

I Ire tired under cover and is currently li.V11-. n-g...;... -r,...n-----. ___. 
Europe. When the CIA notified him that his name appeared in 
the JFK Collection and was subjectto public release, he 
told CIA that he was opposed to having his name released and 
believed such a release could pose personal ~nd eiecurity 
problems. Furthermore, he could not understand why his name 
even appeared in . the Collection, since he had na 
recollection of being involved in anything /rela~ed to the 
assassination. . ./ / • 

21. (S} With regard to the approximately 500 names 
that appear more than once in the Collection, /the vast • 
majority of these individuals played almost no role in the 

·JFK story. One example of this is former DO /officer . 
Alexander Brasko. His name appears approximately 20-30 
times.in the Collection simply because' he signed off on name 
trace requests. Mr. Brasko was -a co~ert CIA employee and 
retired under cover. The public release of/ his name w.ould 
prov.iQ.e the public with no additional significant • 
information about JFK. I lis another example of a 
covert CIA employ.ee whose name appears. in .the Collection but. 
has" little or no connection to the JFK story. I I 
retired under cover, is living in South America, and objects 
to the release of his name. Mr. I lrecent letter to 
CIA is also attached for your convenience. 

' 22. (S} The Agency, of course, recognizes that some 
names may be particularly important· to the JFK story 
regardless of how frequently or infrequently they appear in 
the Collection. One such example is former COS Mexico 
Winston Scott. who CIA has acknowledged as a CIA employee. 
In such cases, the CIA will continue to work with the Review 
Board for an appropriate resolution. The CIA proposes that 
the Review Board and its staff identify those individuals 
whom it. believes are important to the JFK story and whose 
names should be released to the public. These names would 
carry a presumption of release unless specific evidence is 
provided to the Revie~ Board that harm would likely result 
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from such release. The CIA will conduct the appropriate 
searches to determine whether release would pose national 
security concerns for the US Government or personal safety 
concerns for the individual. In this way, CIA and the Review 
Board can .concentrate their efforts on individuals who are 
significant figures in the JFK story, expediting the review 
of the sequestered collection. 

23. (U) It is our hope that the CIA and the Review 
Board can agree on and work out a mutually acceptable policy 
regarding the identity of CIA employees that will not 

... undermine the important principle of protecting those who 
work covertly for the us Government. My staff and I are 
ready to discuss this matter with you at your convenience. 

Attachm~=e~n~t--------~ 
A. I lletter 
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P. 2 P.ll/14~ 

17 March 1997 

Your lettor of 4 March wasidelivered\to me onl 0 March, and tWs reply will 
b~ sent via the same ohlUl.tlel. 

I wi~h to go on record a$
1 

demanding thatmyname. not be roloased in ANY 
dopwnent disclosed coricerni.ttg~the K~nnedy assa~sination. ·. · 

. ! ! . \\ \ \ . . ·--... \__ . \~ ·-. __ _ 

,First, I shall describe ,m)' presetitciroumstances; and thereafterl\\illaddross 
the legal points in the legiaYation. . .. . . . . . ·. 

· I retired in 197 41 
which has worked reasL...o7b.a"7b7'1y_w_e-;.ll:-s-:-in+c--:o~th-en-.--:I:-r-es--:id7e--:i:-nl;:::::======~l This 

city (and the entire country) is still populated with Communists and ex-Communists 
· who form_ed part of the ·Marxist cons~iraoy to overthrow the demoor.~rt~~ly elected 

Oovenunente in the J96.0s and 70s. Many of these petsons are. now members of 
~n~ess anl a few ·.are/in the President1s Cabinet. Dtiring\my service wl I 
as COS, I maintained Uruson with ciVilian and military officers, during which time I 
worked with these . to ~vercome . the •· •. guerrilla offensive,,-' and . to combat the 
Co~unist Party/ a~~r it acoeptef iipabifictn." I lcftl land wont to 

. Vietn~ from wh1o¥I retUrned to •• • as a private citizen. Becaus.o of my 

. · Wife's long employment ·and fiiendships, we aro as closely \connected. with the 
I / ra~ two Christians can be. \\ . . 

. . 

Giyen1~ somewhat exposed ~9s!tifn as COS, m.y true affi!~tion was known 
to a number/of unportan~ Government offic1als; In any eyont, soon after 
m·y retum, I was infonn~d by the I .• IGovonunent that\ e.n important 
Communist leader ~ad loamed of my rotum, and that 111 was living ml I 
I Ra small and somewhat isolated! lsuburb) and that I was training 

right wing ·paramilitary personnel. 11 They wore right about where I lived, but 
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~nfilsedl J\V!ih "rlgh~ wing ~ar~i~ / ~:lfso~~." I worked aa a 

P.12/14 

volunteer lea~~!/Jor the I •I and the I 
L..-__ __.lfrom 1974 to about 1991, · L---------' 

In any event, the! lbovernmlnt:~J s~kc\ently concerned about· 
the matter, that it offered me a group of b9dygUards . • rtumed down the offer, and 
asked them to provide me with an autom~tic pistol! fdr my protection. I still have 
that pistol. __ _ 

The country has "Changed somewilatsJce th~t whe.\\, Th~e are still"a nUlnber 
of underground radical groups who re~iste&paciflcation, and try to fome.nt violence 

· wherever possible. Along the border they appear to be linked up with 
tho addition to these, the\\. countrY has been 
infiltrated by radical Moslem niovements .. A Cuban Embassy, with .its usual. 
collection of intelligence officers. is looatod in I/ • I Further Iran, Iraq and 
Lebanon also maintain diplomatic posts here, ·and probably support the Muslim 
extremists. 

: . · . : : : . 
! • ! ~ \ ~·;. 

Under present circwn.stanoes, my cover has prevented mo from coming to the 
attention of theso people. However, I feelvory strongly that if my natne is released, 
I will again beco~e a potential target for these and other persons\ wh() wish to 

. embarrass the United States and/or adversely affect . elationships. 
· I was recently decpr~r b~ the or my coiltributions to good 
I Jrolations. 

.-------,' ' . 
I have no intention ~fleavmgl (under any ciroumstancos. 

Any connection I may ever have had with tho investigation of President 
Kennedy's assassination, was highly peripheral. Any doownents which may be 
released, could include my job title . (rathor than my name) without reducing the 
value of said docwnents. 

Since I will be quite dead in 2S years, I cannot object to my name being 
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)J FK Act 6 (1) (A ) 
~FK Act 6 (1) (B). 

Although not mentioned as an option in your letter, I would like to be 

P.l-13/14 

pennitted to review the documents. containing my name which you are being obliged 
to release. When I retired, I gave up all links with fonrter sources.\\ One of these 

·.popped up in the I ~ast week. Some 6~ers ·may still b~ ~ive, and in 
need of protection, although as ·-J tec.all, none had any useful \\data concerning the 
assassil?:ation. If the sources are to be exposed, I feel very strongly that thoy are 

entitled to all the protection we· oan afford them. I will be in the Wasmngton D.C. 
area in November 1997, and would be willing to review these documents. 

. . ·. ........... : ..... •·.... •······... ······· ... ·. 

In tenns of the proVisions ·you cite for exceptions in your letter, (A) I consider 
myself a person (~ent?) whose· i~entity currently requires protection. 

The public disclosure of my n.ame as part of the assas.sination record (C.3) 
could roasoriably be: expected . tO constitute :an unwarranted. invaskln \\of personal 
privacy, anctthat invasion.is so substantial that it outweighs the public\interest. I 
cannot resist~~efin.UJ.g tho public.i~terest in this matter as "public morbid curiosity." 

The public disclosure· of my nat?e as •part of the assassination record\(~.4) 
would probably compromise the.- existence of an. understanding of.con.fidontiality 
cwrently requl.rjng· ·protootion' betWeen a. govenunenr· agent 'and a cooperating 
individual or foreign government, and public disclosure would bo eo harmful that it 
outweighs the public' interest. ·I was COS I • lwhen the assassination 
occurred. I was in close touch with\ ~t that 
time, and Withl' rend we probably interchanged data on the 
murder, although they could provide nothing useful. Also, the Station was probably 
task~d to query all of our sources· on the matter, ·again with negative results. The 
rovelation of my name and the identities of liaison contacts and unilateral sources 
would not only imperH me, but ~ould also embarrass tlu~ I and 
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could endanger current actiVi.ues of ~e Agency in that country. I do not recall 
whether in my subsequent. assignrhont as Chief of the Cuban Task Force, any 

mention of the assassination oame up. However, if it did, revelation of my name 
could· n~t only imperil those agents of the time who. survive, compromise our 
ope.r-ational methods, but also, mako me a prime target for the Cuban intelligence 
service. 

None of the above should be construed as a waiver of my rights, or those of 
my heirs~ to take legal action to prevent the release of my name and/or to collect 
damages, both ciVil and punitive, resulting from the release of my name. There 
exists an implicit contract between me and the Age11cy dating from when I accepted 
·the htconvenien~es Tho Agency u~dertookl'-____ ___,. 

~--------~ 
It should be notod\that this implicit contract predates 

Public Law 102-526 by scm~ 18 years. Naturally, I am going to infonn my legal 
advisor of this entire matter. J suggest that you pull together a set of all documents 
pertaining to my retirement, so that these can bo mado available for his review. 

I refrain from comment about a. U.S. Congress that would pass such a. bill, 
and a President who would fail to veto it. (You of course, are not h}·blame.) The 

·New York Times and the Washington Post, will, of oourso,be drooling to get their 

harids on yofu.' papers. I don't envy you because this is an~xtremely complicated 
matter. Unfortunately. the release on a lot of non-pertinent information will go a 
long way to reveal the scope and role of the Agency in Latin America to any analyst 

. who wants to review the material and piece it together. I believe that this role is not 
significantly different today than it was when President Kennedy\ was murdered. 
Only the targets and the gadgets have changed. 

Sincerely yours, 
,JFK A ct 6 ( 1 ) (A ) 

J FK A ct 6 ( 1 ) ( B ) 
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